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ABSTRACT

Nonlinear thermal transport can arise naturally in materials with strongly temperature-dependent thermal conductivities, however, this is exceedingly rare and weak. If a general strategy could be devised to yield nonlinear thermal transport, it would provide an avenue to controlling heat flow and realizing nonlinear thermal devices. Phase change materials, which can exist in two states with distinct thermal conductivities, provide a unique opportunity to realize nonlinear thermal transport. In this work, we develop an analytical framework upon which we propose a material architecture for actualizing one type of nonlinear thermal transport, thermal rectification, where heat flux is biased in one direction. Our findings show that a heterojunction of two tunable phase change materials can demonstrate strong thermal rectification. The magnitude of thermal rectification is analyzed as a function of the phase change properties of each material, and we determine the fundamental heat flux relations for each direction in these heterojunctions and criteria to separate the various phase situations which can occur. Finally, the analytical framework is applied to a junction comprised of two phase change materials, polyethylene and vanadium dioxide, and demonstrate a maximal theoretical rectification factor of ~140%. This analysis provides an important analytical tool in helping researchers design thermal circuits or advanced thermal energy storage media.

I. INTRODUCTION

Inspired by the conceptual keystone of the microelectronics industry, the transistor, research on thermal transport with nonlinear thermal properties, such as nonlinear temperature- (or atomic mass, pressure, geometry) dependent thermal conductivities, has attracted a great deal of attention in recent years. Thermal devices including thermal rectifiers1-15 and thermal transistors1, 2 have been realized by nonlinear transport phenomena such as thermal rectification (i.e. heat transport characterized by a preferential direction for heat flow, as described in Fig. 1(a)). To achieve thermal rectification, several mechanisms at solid states have been suggested, such as enhancing lattice anharmonicity,2, 16 use of asymmetric nanostructures,4-9 defects in structures10, 11 and asymmetric scattering of photons.12-14 However, none of these proposed mechanisms has yielded materials with large thermal rectification, experimentally and analytically. Another promising mechanism, solid-state junctions using phase change materials, have been recently used for thermal rectification17-20 and show great potential for making devices that scale effectively. Cottrill et. al.21 analyzed the thermal rectification in a single phase change material. However, they limited their analysis to the simplest case with only one phase change material and thus can only provide rectification defined by the contrast of the high and low thermal conductivity phase of that individual material. The parametric study to obtain the thermal rectification remained in numerical approach, without an empirical solution for the maximal performance. Recently, they extended the approach to a junction with two phase change materials, however, considered limited cases which can make only one phase change situation at one time.22 Ordonez-Miranda et. al.23 studied an added hysteresis effect of a phase change material in the junction and figured out the main key parameter for the thermal rectification is thermal conductivity contrast of the phase change material. In addition, due to the lack of choice of appropriate materials, the thermal bias spans a very broad range (>50 K), limiting its use in applications such as thermal energy storage and thermal circuits, which usually operate in a narrow thermal bias. The thermal rectification effect occurring in a narrow temperature window results in a greater potential to enhance when the thermal bias increases.

In this paper, we propose a general theory that can handle multiple phase change materials and interfaces, thus providing large thermal rectification ratios well-beyond that provided by the mere thermal conductivity contrast of any one individual material. Specifically, heterojunctions using two phase change materials can strongly
enhance the thermal rectification with the advantage of additional interfaces, as depicted in Fig. 1(b). This work encompasses a full physical picture of heat transport in phase change materials, fundamentally addressing all possible experimentally observable scenarios of thermal rectification. Then, this paper applies the general theory to real rapid jump thermal conductivity materials. With recent advancements in solid-state materials, phase transitions can occur over just a few degrees in temperature. One prominent example is the metal-insulator-transition (MIT) which occurs in tungsten doped vanadium dioxide (VO₂).²⁴ It has a MIT phase change in a very small temperature window (~5 K) which can show a thermal conductivity contrast clearly, and a higher thermal conductivity when the temperature rises across the MIT temperature. Thus, combining it with another material with the opposite temperature dependence, thermal rectification can be enhanced. Finally, the general theory suggests the theoretical maximum of thermal rectification factor of the solid-state junctions.

II. THEORETICAL MODEL

A. Heterojunction design

We start with a junction formed by two materials, A and B, each possessing a phase change at temperatures \( T_A^* \) and \( T_B^* \), respectively. For bulk or thin film samples, we assume heat transfer is a one-dimensional problem. Without losing generality, we take the case where material “B” has a higher phase change temperature than “A” (i.e. \( T_A < T_B^* \)). We also assume that A has a thermal conductivity, \( k_{A,L} \), at low temperature and a thermal conductivity, \( k_{A,H} \), at high temperature. Here, the subscripts denote the material index and temperature region in relation to its phase change temperature (higher or lower), respectively. We also apply analogous nomenclature to material B. For simplicity, we assume thermal conductivity is a step function with respect to temperature through the phase change. This step function assumption is supported by the acceptable similarity of thermal conductivity trend in several materials within a large temperature range.²⁴,²⁵ The schematic in Fig. 1(b) represents the geometry of the junction in materials A and B of lengths \( l_A \) and \( l_B \), respectively. We name the heat flux traveling in the direction depicted in Fig. 1(b) as \( q_{HL} \) and the heat flux traveling in the opposite direction as \( q_{LH} \). We treat the heat flux directions separately, meaning \( q_{HL} \) and \( q_{LH} \) represent their absolute magnitude. With heat flux in both directions, we define the thermal rectification factor as the normalized heat flux difference,

\[
\gamma = \frac{\max\{q_{HL}, q_{LH}\} - 1}{\min\{q_{HL}, q_{LH}\}}.
\]  

(1)

In general linear thermal transport, especially, no thermal rectification, the thermal rectification factor should be the minimum value, zero. The designed heterojunction would have a thermal rectification factor trend depending on thermal bias with an optimum, as predicted in Fig. 1(c).

B. General theory results

The governing equation for this study is Fourier’s law under steady state conditions. We assume that the thermal boundary resistance at the junction is negligible. The ratio of thermal boundary resistance to the thermal resistance of materials can affect the thermal rectification factor.²² The eligible device length depends on the thermal conductivity of the applied materials and the contact resistance at the interface between different materials. This assumption holds if the device length is on the order of 300 nm or longer, since the most of similar thermal contact conductance at interface between different materials is on the order of 100 MW/m²K²⁶-²⁸ and the minimum order of that is around 30 MW/m²K.²⁹-³² The boundary conditions are the temperatures \( T_H \) and \( T_L \) and the known phase change temperatures \( T_A^* \) and \( T_B^* \). Heat fluxes through each material or phase are described by:

\[
-q = k_{A,L} \frac{\partial T}{\partial x} \bigg|_{x = l_A} = k_{A,H} \frac{\partial T}{\partial x} \bigg|_{x = l_A} = k_{B,L} \frac{\partial T}{\partial x} \bigg|_{x = l_B} = k_{B,H} \frac{\partial T}{\partial x} \bigg|_{x = l_B}
\]  

(2)

The problem we consider here is a general case with two phase change materials. When the thermal bias, \( T_H - T_L \), changes, the phase change interface in the materials moves. There are a multitude of different factors that must be taken into consideration, such as the phase change could happen in A and/or B, or the flux direction yields different amounts of heat flux. In this study, we analytically derive the heat flux for all cases and the criteria to determine an appropriate case, compute the thermal rectification factor, \( \gamma \), and give suggestions for designing an optimal thermal rectifier.
Firstly, we start from conditions that the phase change temperatures for both materials are between $T_L$ and $T_H$ (i.e. $T_L \leq T_A^* \leq T_H$ and $T_L \leq T_B^* \leq T_H$). Given these conditions, there are four possible cases of heat flux for the $q_{LH}$ direction with respect to the interface position of the phase change: a phase change occurs only in material A or B, or in both or none of the materials. On the other hand, all these cases are possible for the $q_{HL}$ direction except for the case of phase changes in both material A and B due to the temperature inequality order. Through multiple steps to simultaneously solve the equation (2) for Fourier’s law, we can firstly derive a relation of the phase change position in a certain material, and then obtain the magnitude of steady heat flux sequentially. The general solutions to all cases on both directions are summarized in Table I and II.

C. Criteria to determine phase situations

The criterion parameters are important since they are related to how many phase changes occur and in which material. Thus, they determine which heat flux relation for $q_{LH}$ in Table I or for $q_{HL}$ in Table II is appropriate. These criterion parameters are defined by both boundary temperatures ($T_H$ and $T_L$) and thermophysical properties of A and B. The following dimensionless temperatures

$$\theta_A = \frac{T_A^* - T_L}{T_H - T_L} \quad \text{and} \quad \theta_B = \frac{T_B^* - T_L}{T_H - T_L}$$

are introduced as representative parameters for thermal condition effects on judging the cases. The criterion for each direction is separately proposed since the possible number of phase changes is different. There are two criterion relations for each material for the $q_{LH}$ direction. In order for a phase change to occur in material A, the temperature at the junction point between materials A and B should be larger than the phase change temperature $T_A^*$. Starting from the inequality condition, we can obtain a relation that $\theta_A > R_{LH,A}$, where dimensionless $R_{LH,A}$ is

$$R_{LH,A} = \frac{(1-k_{b,H}/k_{A,H})(k_{A,L}l_B + k_{b,H}l_B)}{l_A(k_{A,L} + k_{b,H}\theta_B)} + \frac{k_{A,L} l_B}{k_{b,L} l_A}$$

Similarly, from a physical condition between $T_B^*$ and junction temperature, we can derive a relation detailing the existence of material B that $\theta_B > R_{LH,B}$, where $R_{LH,B}$ is

$$R_{LH,B} = \frac{(1-k_{A,H}/k_{b,H})(k_{A,L}l_B + k_{b,H}l_B)}{l_A(k_{A,L} + k_{b,H}/\theta_B)} + \frac{k_{b,L} l_B}{k_{A,L} l_A}$$

The two criteria for $q_{LH}$ independently determine the existence of phase change in material A and B, as summarized in Table I.

In the $q_{HL}$ direction, one phase change can occur at most. From the same comparison, a criterion $R_{HL}$ is found to be sufficient for determining whether or not the phase change for both materials exists. The detailed inequality conditions are summarized in Table II.

$$R_{HL} = \frac{k_{A,H} l_B}{k_{b,L} l_A}$$

D. Adjustment method for extended conditions

The above criteria and the general solutions in Table I and II are valid only when the phase change temperatures are within boundaries $T_L \leq T_A^* \leq T_H$ and $T_L \leq T_B^* \leq T_H$. If $T_A^*$ or $T_B^*$ is outside these ranges, no phase change should arise. Should this be the case, the material can be assumed to possess a constant overall thermal conductivity. To adjust the situations with correct properties, we have to substitute $k_{A,H}$ for $k_{A,L}$ and/or $k_{b,L}$ for $k_{b,H}$ to the relations and criteria for the $q_{LH}$ in Table I when $T_A^* < T_L$ and/or $T_B^* > T_H$, respectively. Likewise, when $T_A^* > T_H$ and/or $T_B^* < T_L$, the values of $k_{A,L}$ and/or $k_{b,H}$ for the $q_{HL}$ are substituted for $k_{A,H}$ and/or $k_{b,L}$ in Table II, respectively. Another adjustment for the $q_{HL}$ is additionally needed since $R_{HL}$ is a single criterion for both materials, and mentioned in Table II. On the boundary of criteria, the solutions to the heat flux of both sides should be physically continuous and the continuity was validated.
III. CASE STUDY

A. Applied materials

Based on this general theory, we introduce a candidate material pair to show the potential thermal rectification effect of phase change heterojunctions. At room temperature or above, where most thermal diodes are used, low temperature thermal conductivities in the solid-state phase are higher than the high temperature thermal conductivities, such as polyethylene\(^2\) (material A in the model). To maximize thermal rectification of the heterojunction, choosing a material with the opposite temperature trend can be a promising design for the other side. One candidate is metallic VO\(_2\)\(^2\) (material B in the model). Indeed, the materials have the thermal conductivities like a step function,\(^2\) and have been used in literature.\(^2\) The narrow transition temperature range hardly degrades the thermal rectification factor as enough thermal bias is applied.\(^2\) The phase change temperatures and amplitude of thermal conductivity for both materials are tunable, either by doping,\(^2\) geometric factor,\(^2\) or stress.\(^2\) For this work, we used the thermal conductivity data of the polyethylene by large-scale molecular dynamics simulations and the metallic VO\(_2\) by experimental measurements on a suspended device. Both temperature-dependent thermal conductivities show that the shapes are good approximation of step functions even at the length scale of <100 nm. Even though VO\(_2\) exhibits a hysteresis effect in heating and cooling processes, the general theory can cover the both heat flux based on different properties from the hysteresis. Since our theory is general and we wish to test an example with more varieties of phase change states, we assume VO\(_2\) has a higher value of virtual representative phase change temperature as \(T_B^* = 340\) K than the polyethylene with \(T_A^* = 320\) K. Otherwise, we do not optimize other material properties (such as thermal conductivity ratio across phase change temperature) to achieve best performance instead we keep them the same as literature values,\(^2\) as summarized in Table III.

B. General theory results

Figure 2 shows the thermal rectification factor dependent on thermal bias. The interface positions of phase change in both materials move with respect to the change of temperature \(T_H\), as the temperature \(T_L\) at the other end is fixed. The moving phase change interfaces in both materials are responsible for the various cases of thermal rectification. In the given conditions, seven distinct regions with different slopes of the thermal rectification factor are observed. All of which are derived from different phase change states. Two representative states, yielding different thermal rectification trends, are described as schematics in the insets. The thermal bias determines the phase changes, and thus defines the overall thermal conductivity and heat flux in each state and direction. The changing overall thermal conductivities are the underlying phenomenology behind thermal rectification.

At the flat regions in Fig. 2, we note that there is no phase change in either direction or material. The junction with two materials possessing the thermally opposite phase change trends is expected to perform high thermal rectification. In this case, the solid-state junction using the phase change materials shows a maximal thermal rectification factor of 80%, with a great potential to achieve a higher thermal rectification compared to the concept with an asymmetric shape of a material such as the 7% of a carbon nanotube\(^7\) and 28% of VO\(_2\).\(^5\) Furthermore, as the concept developed in this work is based on bulk properties, the solid-state thermal device can be scaled up significantly more easily in comparison to nanostructures in the literature.

The general theory presented above offers a physical interpretation of thermal rectification, thus directly examining the contribution of each parameter to the thermal rectification factor and the relationship among these parameters. As investigating to optimize the thermal rectification factor according to geometric characteristics, we can recognize the thermal rectification of the junction depends on the length ratio \(L_A/L_B\) of the materials, not on the length itself. As shown in Fig. 3 which presents the thermal rectification factor obtained by the length ratio and thermal bias, the length ratio \(L_A/L_B\), as a design parameter, is a critical parameter to determine the trend of thermal rectification factor, as well as its maximal value. Furthermore, under particular conditions such as the black line of \(L_A/L_B = 2\), we can observe more than one local maximum. The result with plural optimization points represents that the solid-state junction is dominated by the complex phase change scenarios and this general theory is able to provide a design guide for thermal devices from testable predictions.

IV. Global optimal solution
This general theory works as a powerful and convenient tool to understand the physics of different cases of phase change in the heterojunction and the theoretical limitations on the performance of such a thermal diode. The general theory shows that the phase change temperature as well as the length ratio are two knobs to tune the thermal rectification factor. In order to examine the maximum potential rectification behavior possible across the heterojunction, we study the effect that changing the phase change temperature in each material has. In the following analysis, $T_{VO_2}^*$ is considered as a tuning parameter while $T_{Polyethylene}^*$ is fixed as 320 K and the generality of $T_{A}^*<T_{B}^*$ should be kept by choosing VO$_2$ as material A at the cases of $T_{VO_2}^*<T_{Polyethylene}^*$. Figure 4 presents the dependence of the thermal rectification factor with respect to $T_{VO_2}^*$ for three different length ratios. The black dashed line in Fig. 4 refers to the condition where VO$_2$ has the same phase change temperature as polyethylene (i.e. 320 K). Two noticeable features emerge from this analysis, which we discuss below.

Feature one is that the optimal thermal rectification factor appears across a plateau region (and not at one particular point). The area inside the black solid line (the plateau region) has the same value of $\gamma$ as a local maximum across the entire area. Basically, the highest possible $\gamma$ available from the heterojunction, occurs when both materials are in their most thermally conductive phase in one direction and in their lowest thermally conductive phase in the other direction. However, as a practical matter, this limiting case seldom occurs in real systems, so, in general, it is important to examine the case where the local maximum $\gamma$ predominates – this is where only one material is exhibiting a phase change interface in both directions. In this circumstance, the plateau regions confirm that the thermal rectification maxima are robust to small thermal perturbations from the ideal case. In more detail, when we check the phase change states of the plateau regions, there is only one phase change in both heat flux directions in the same material (in the VO$_2$ material at the length ratio conditions of Fig. 4(a) and (b), and in the polyethylene material at the condition of Fig. 4(c)).

We can derive the mathematical solution of $\gamma$ for each region from the general theory summarized in Table I and II. When the phase change occurs only in material A (as is the case in Fig. 4 (c) which has a large length ratio $l_A/l_B$), the heat flux of each direction can be calculated as

\[
q_{LH} = \frac{k_{A,L} \left[ k_{A,L} (T_H - T_A^*) + k_{A,A} (T_A^* - T_L) \right]}{k_{A,L} l_A + k_{A,A} l_A}
\]  
(7)

\[
q_{HL} = \frac{k_{A,L} \left[ k_{A,L} (T_H - T_A^*) + k_{A,A} (T_A^* - T_L) \right]}{k_{A,L} l_B + k_{A,A} l_A}
\]  
(8)

At conditions that cause higher heat flux in the $q_{LH}$ direction, the solution of $\gamma$ in the case of a phase change in material A in both directions can be derived by inserting Eq. (7) and (8) into Eq. (1) as follows.

\[
\gamma = \left( \frac{k_{A,L} + l_A}{k_{A,L} + l_B} \right)^{-1} \left( \frac{k_{A,H} + l_A}{k_{A,H} + l_B} \right)^{-1}
\]  
(9)

Additionally, the solution of $\gamma$ with a phase change in material B can be presented as

\[
\gamma = \left( 1 + \frac{k_{B,H} l_A}{k_{B,H} l_B} \right)^{-1} \left( 1 + \frac{k_{B,L} l_A}{k_{B,L} l_B} \right)^{-1}
\]  
(10)

Both equations are possible solutions for maximum $\gamma$, expressed as an independent relation of the thermal bias ($T_{H}$ and $T_{L}$) and the phase change temperatures ($T_{A}^*$ and $T_{B}^*$). It means that the change in overall thermal conductivity for both directions is maintained at a certain rate according to the thermal bias, even though the phase change interface is moving. Thus, the optimal plateau regions, which share an identical thermal rectification factor, occur due to the independency of the thermal rectification on the axis variables, the thermal bias and $T_{VO_2}^*$. The second feature worth noting arises that the thermal bias range satisfying the local optimal $\gamma$ is the widest when the phase change temperatures of the two materials are identical, i.e. at the condition on the black dashed line in Fig. 4. As the phase change temperatures of two materials approach the same value, the possibility of the state with two phase changes in the $q_{LH}$ direction disappears. The more phase change interface disturbs to actualize the higher thermal rectification from the appropriate thermally conductive phase for each heat flux direction. The state with only one phase change can utilize the proper phase of at least the other material which
a phase change does not occur, in contrast to the state with two phase changes. The reduced possibility of the additional phase change widens the thermal bias condition for the local maximum $\gamma$.

By leveraging the tunability of the phase change temperature, a solid-state junction consisting of two materials with an identical phase change temperature is the most promising case. Below, we examine the theoretical maximum thermal rectification factor in this case. One additional optimization parameter for this solid-state heterojunction is the ratio of the lengths of each segment of material, $l_A/l_B$. Figure 5 shows the maximal thermal rectification factor $\gamma_{\text{max}}$ of the heterojunction at each length ratio condition. The results of $\gamma_{\text{max}}$ corresponds to the mathematical solutions from Eq. (9) or Eq. (10), as expected from the above analysis. A global optimization value is obtainable from the intersection of the two equations. To achieve the global maximal performance of the heterojunction, the length ratio should satisfy the following relation of $l_A/l_B$.

$$l_A/l_B = \frac{k_{A,L} k_{A,H}}{k_{B,L} k_{B,H}} \quad (11)$$

Then, as the optimized length ratio inserts into Eq. (9) or Eq. (10), the equations result in the identical thermal rectification factor of

$$\gamma_{\text{max}} = \frac{k_{A,L} k_{B,H}}{k_{A,H} k_{B,L}} - 1 \quad (12)$$

The theoretical maximum solution is based on the geometric mean of the thermal conductivity ratio of the two materials. The relation with the thermal conductivity ratio is consistent with our initial intuition of selecting polyethylene as material A ($k_{A,L}>k_{A,H}$) and VO$_2$ ($k_{B,L}<k_{B,H}$) as material B to achieve an effect of thermal rectification in this case study. The maximum solution shows there is no limit ceiling for the thermal rectification in this design. A phase change material with one phase change temperature makes two separate phases. Thus, two materials in the junction design are sufficient number to realize the effect of thermal rectification. Additionally, we are able to check that the length ratio for the high thermal rectification is dependent on the ratio of the general thermal conductivity between two phase change materials.

Upon close inspection of this condition of the length ratio for the theoretical maximum, a plateau region according to thermal bias does not appear; in other words, the optimum $\gamma_{\text{max}}$ is observed at a specific thermal bias condition. The phase change temperature is located at the junction interface in both directions. Without any phase change in both materials, the heterojunction can be operated only with low thermal conductivities of both materials in one direction and high thermal conductivities in the opposite direction. As presented in Fig. 5, the heterojunction with the two materials has a theoretical potential to present the $\gamma_{\text{max}}$ of over 140%. Although based on optimal phase change temperatures of materials and a specific thermal bias condition, the theoretical maximum value suggests the guidance for design and material selection, and clarifies the possibility of the heterojunction as a thermal rectifier with an outstanding thermal rectification factor.

V. CONCLUSION

In summary, we discussed a general theory for calculating thermal rectification of a solid-state junction comprised of two phase change materials. This provides a comprehensive analysis, considering whether phase changes happen in either (or both) of two material heterojunctions, was detailed. The analysis on a heterojunction by the general theory showed a possibility for obtaining a high thermal rectification. With a further analysis based on the tunable phase change materials, the general theory suggests the theoretical maximal thermal rectification factor from an optimization of design and thermal bias conditions. We believe the methodology in this work provides an effective way to explore the application of thermal rectification to a nonlinear thermal device.
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FIG. 1 Basic concept of thermal rectification and the heterojunction using two phase change materials in series. (a) Analogous to the electrical diode, the thermal rectifier transmits heat more easily in one direction than in the reverse direction. The subscript HL and LH indicate the direction of heat flux, from high (H) to low (L) temperature, or vice versa. (b) Schematic geometry of the suggested junction. The terminologies and symbols introduced here will be used throughout the paper. The black line represents the temperature profile within the structure when phase changes exist in both A and B materials (c) Schematic of expected thermal rectification with respect to thermal bias via phase change materials.
FIG. 2 Thermal bias dependent thermal rectification via a heterojunction between polyethylene (material A)\textsuperscript{25} and tungsten doped VO\textsubscript{2} (material B)\textsuperscript{24} as detailed in Table III. Regimes with different slopes represent different combinations of phase change states between the two materials. Two representative states yielding different thermal rectification trends are detailed in the inserts.
FIG. 3 Optimal thermal rectification with respect to a selected design parameter, the length ratio $l_A/l_B$. 3D mesh graph shows the existence of local and general optimization points for thermal rectification. (Other parameters are detailed in Table III)
FIG. 4 Optimal thermal rectification with respect to phase change temperature at the defined length ratio, (a) $l_{VO2}/l_{Polyethylene} = 2$, (b) $l_{VO2}/l_{Polyethylene} = 4$ and (c) $l_{VO2}/l_{Polyethylene} = 8$. The area inside the black line in each figure has the same thermal rectification factor $\gamma$ and the maximum value of $\gamma$. The black dashed lines mean the condition the VO$_2$ has the same phase change temperature with the polyethylene as 320 K. The magenta dashed line in (b) corresponds to the condition of the case study at Fig. 2. (Other parameters are detailed in Table III)
FIG. 5 Maximal thermal rectification $\gamma_{\text{max}}$ with $T_A^* = T_B^*$ condition at each length ratio. The green line is the solution of $\gamma$ for the case of a phase change in material A in both directions and the red line is the solution for that in material B. The global maximal rectification is observed at the intersection between the two solutions. The theoretical maximal rectification is based on the geometric mean of the thermal conductivity ratio of the two materials as expressed as $\frac{k_{A,L}}{k_{B,L}} \cdot \frac{k_{A,H}}{k_{B,H}} - 1$ with the optimized length ratio of $\frac{l_A}{l_B} = \frac{k_{A,L} k_{A,H}}{k_{B,L} k_{B,H}}$ (Other parameters are detailed in Table III).
Table I. Heat flux relations for $q_{LH}$ with corresponding criteria. The criteria on columns and rows independently determine the existence of phase change in material A and B, respectively.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>$q_{LH}$</th>
<th>Phase change in A: $1/\theta_A &gt; R_{LH,A}$</th>
<th>No phase change in A: $1/\theta_A \leq R_{LH,A}$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Phase change in B: $\theta_B &gt; R_{LH,B}$</td>
<td>[ \frac{k_{s,H}(T_H - T'<em>H) + k</em>{s,L}(T'<em>L - T_L)}{(T_H - T_I)k</em>{s,H}T_H + k_{s,L}T_L} ]</td>
<td>[ k_{s,H}(T_H - T'<em>H) + k</em>{s,L}(T'_L - T_L) ]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No phase change in B: $\theta_B \leq R_{LH,B}$</td>
<td>[ k_{s,H}(T_H - T'<em>H) + k</em>{s,L}(T'_L - T_L) ]</td>
<td>[ k_{s,H}(T_H - T'<em>H) + k</em>{s,L}(T'_L - T_L) ]</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Table II. Heat flux relations for $q_{HL}$ with corresponding criteria. The relation on the second column is about the state of the absence of phase change in both materials.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Phase change in A: $R_{HL} &lt; \theta_A$</th>
<th>No change: $\theta_A \leq R_{HL} \leq \theta_B ^\dagger$</th>
<th>Phase change in B: $\theta_B ^\dagger &lt; R_{HL}$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$q_{HL} = \frac{k_{A,H}(T_{H} - T_i) + k_{A,L}(T_{L} - T_i)}{k_{A,L}l_A + k_{A,L}l_A}$</td>
<td>$\frac{k_{A,H}T_{H} - T_i}{k_{A,L}l_A + k_{A,L}l_A}$</td>
<td>$\frac{k_{B,H}(T_{H} - T_i) + k_{B,L}(T_{L} - T_i)}{k_{B,L}l_B + k_{B,L}l_B}$</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

$^\dagger$ when $\theta_B < 0$, there is no phase change in both materials. It is equivalent to assume $\theta_B$ as very large number
Table III. Material properties used for the calculation in this manuscript for polyethylene (material A)\textsuperscript{25} and tungsten doped VO\textsubscript{2} (material B).\textsuperscript{24}

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>$T_A$ (K)</th>
<th>$T_B$ (K)</th>
<th>$k_{A,L}$ (W/mK)</th>
<th>$k_{A,H}$ (W/mK)</th>
<th>$k_{B,L}$ (W/mK)</th>
<th>$k_{B,H}$ (W/mK)</th>
<th>$l_A/l_B$ (-)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>320</td>
<td>340 †</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

† The value of $T_B$ is virtual